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Abstract—Photos crowdsourced from mobile devices can be
used in many applications such as disaster recovery to obtain
information about a target area. However, such applications
often have resource constraints in terms of bandwidth, storage,
and processing capability, which limit the number of photos
that can be crowdsourced. Thus, it is a challenge to use the
limited resources to crowdsource photos that best cover the
target area. In this paper, we leverage various geographical and
geometrical information about photos, called metadata, to address
this challenge. Metadata includes the location, orientation, field
of view, and range of a camera. Based on metadata, we define
photo utility to measure how well a target area is covered by
a set of photos. We propose various techniques to analyze such
coverage and calculate photo utility accurately and efficiently. We
also study the problem of selecting photos with the largest utility
under a resource budget, and propose an efficient algorithm
that achieves constant approximation ratio. With our design, the
crowdsourcing server can select photos based on metadata instead
of real images, and thus use the limited resources to crowdsource
the most useful photos. Both simulation and experimental results

demonstrate the effectiveness of our design.

I. INTRODUCTION

The ever growing trend of taking and sharing photos us-

ing smart devices (smartphones, tablets, Google Glass, etc.)

has enabled a variety of photo crowdsourcing applications.

Consider the following example. A city is under a state of

emergency due to external attacks or natural disasters. To

find out where the damage is and how severe it is, first-hand

on-site photos taken by people using smart devices become

extremely useful. There may be lots of photos taken by mobile

users, and the communication infrastructure may be severely

damaged. Then, the transmission of photos from mobile users

to the central service or central authority will be limited by

the bandwidth constraints. Thus, it is a challenge to efficiently

utilize the limited bandwidth to find and collect the most useful

photos that best cover the whole area.

Street view service is another application that can benefit

from photo crowdsourcing. Areas like university campuses,

theme parks, and outlets usually do not have street view

because they are inaccessible to street view cars [3]. Since

these areas have a large number of visitors, street view service

can be very useful. With crowdsourcing, millions of photos

taken by visitors can be collected, processed, and embedded
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into maps to provide street-view-like service for areas where

traditional street view is not available. Unfortunately, the sheer

amount of photos poses big challenges for image processing

and storage at the server. Fully understanding the semantic of

each photo by resource-intensive image processing techniques

[13], [19] would be a luxury if not impossible. Thus, it is

a challenge to analyze photos quickly and select those that

provide the best coverage.

The challenges in the above applications are at least two-

fold. First, any point inside the target area can be a point of

interest. Hence the collected photos should cover as much area

as possible and for each point covered, the photos should be

taken from multiple angles. This requires an in-depth analysis

of the coverage of photos with regard to the target area.

Second, the resource is limited and not all candidate photos

can be uploaded or analyzed by image processing techniques.

Hence the resource must be used more efficiently to find and

collect the most useful photos.

Some existing techniques may be applied to address these

challenges. For example, some content-based image retrieval

techniques [19], [24] can be applied to push the computing

to the user end. Users are asked to download a special piece

of code or manually validate image content. Although this

can address the computation limitation of the server, it may

discourage user participation and may not be suitable for

disaster recovery scenarios where mobile devices have limited

resources (i.e., computation capability and energy) to execute

those programs. As another solution, description-based tech-

niques can be applied to annotate photos by tags [16] or GPS

locations [6]. However, tags may be inaccurate or insufficient

for applications to determine the coverage/content of photos.

Some tags may involve user inputs and then discourage user

participation. Moreover, location itself is not enough to reveal

the view of the camera. Even at the same location, cameras

facing different directions may have different views.

In this paper, we use various geographical and geometrical

information, called metadata, to characterize photos. Metadata

includes the location, orientation, field of view, and range

of a camera, which are easily accessible from the APIs and

built-in sensors of most mobile devices. Whenever a photo is

taken, its metadata is automatically generated and recorded.

From metadata, we can infer where and how the photo is

taken, and determine which area is covered by the photo.



Thus, based on metadata, we can quantify how well a set

of photos can cover a target area, which is referred to as

photo utility. We propose various techniques to analyze such

coverage and calculate photo utility accurately and efficiently.

Note that although the coverage problem has been studied

in wireless sensor networks, our application and model are

different. The photo utility is determined not only by the area

covered, but also by the angle or viewpoint from which the

photo is taken. Inside the area, each point should be covered

by photos all around it rather than by just one. These issues

pose new challenges and will be addressed in this paper.

With metadata and utility, photo crowdsourcing becomes

much more resource-friendly. When a crowdsourcing event

happens, the server first asks users to upload photo metadata,

and selects photos with the largest utility under a predefined

resource budget. Then users upload the selected photos and

get paid [15] (how users are paid is out of the scope of

this paper). During this process, the unselected photos (except

their metadata) will not be transmitted to or stored in the

server, thus saving lots of bandwidth and storage space. All

the photos are analyzed based on their metadata rather than

the real images, which can significantly reduce the computa-

tional cost and delay. We formulate the problem of selecting

photos with the largest utility under a resource budget as

the budgeted max-utility problem. Since the problem is NP-

hard, an efficient approximation algorithm is proposed. It is

provably near optimal, achieving constant approximation ratio

compared to the optimal solution. Both simulations and real-

world experiments are used to evaluate the performance of our

design and demonstrate its effectiveness.

Our contributions are summarized as follows. First, we

develop a photo crowdsourcing framework to collect photos

that cover a target area. Because the framework analyzes

photos by metadata rather than real images, it significantly

reduces the bandwidth, storage, and computational cost of

photo crowdsourcing. Second, we propose a utility metric to

quantify how well a target area is covered by a set of photos,

and develop various techniques to analyze such coverage and

calculate utility accurately and efficiently. Third, we study the

problem of selecting photos with the largest utility subject

to a resource budget, and propose an efficient algorithm with

constant approximation ratio. Finally, the effectiveness of the

proposed techniques is evaluated through both simulations and

real-world experiments based on Android smartphones.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

introduces metadata and photo utility. Section III studies

how to analyze photo coverage and calculate photo utility.

The budgeted max-utility problem is studied in Section IV.

Section V evaluates the performance of the proposed tech-

niques. Section VI discusses some practical issues, Section VII

reviews related work, and Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. METADATA AND PHOTO UTILITY

A. Metadata

The metadata of a photo consists of four parameters,
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Fig. 1. (a) Coverage area of a photo. (b) Illustration of aspect coverage.

Aspect #”v1 is covered since ∠( #”v1,
#    ”

XL) ≤ θ; aspect #”v2 is not covered since

∠( #”v2,
#    ”

XL) > θ. In fact, all the 2θ aspects in the gray area are covered.

place where the photo is taken. Orientation
#”

d is the viewing

direction of the camera when the photo is taken. It is a vector

coming out from the camera aperture and perpendicular to the

image plane. Field of view φ is an angle specifying how wide

the camera can see. Objects outside the field of view will not

appear in the photo. Range r specifies how far the camera

can see. It is the distance beyond which objects are no longer

clearly recognizable in the photo. These four parameters can

be obtained from the APIs and built-in sensors of most mobile

devices.

Fig. 1(a) shows how metadata determines the coverage area

of a photo as a circular sector. Any point inside the coverage

area is covered by the photo, and any point outside is not

covered. Hence, the entire sector area is said to be covered

by the photo. This sector model is widely used in previous

studies on camera sensor networks [20], [21], [25].

B. Photo Utility

Based on the metadata, photo utility quantifies how well a

set of photos can cover a target area. To clearly define utility,

it is important to know that a camera normally captures the

image of an object from a specific angle or direction. For

example, when a photo shows a building, it shows either its

front view, side view, or back view. These views may contain

different information even though they are about the same

building. For instance, the front side of a building may look

good after a disaster but the back side can be on fire.

To capture the essence of camera, we use aspects to rep-

resent different sides of an object, and use aspect coverage

to represent which sides of an object appear in a photo.

Specifically, an aspect #”v of a point is a vector represented by

an angle in [0, 2π). Angle 0 represents the vector pointing to

the right (east on the map), and it increases in the counter-

clockwise direction. For ease of presentation, this angle is

denoted as arg( #”v ). In Fig. 1(b), #”v1 and #”v2 are two aspects of

point X with arg( #”v1) = π and arg( #”v2) =
π
2

.

An aspect #”v of a point X is covered by a photo if X is

inside the photo’s coverage area and the angle between #”v
and

#    ”

XL is less than a predefined threshold θ, called effective

angle. Here
#    ”

XL is the photo’s viewing direction on point X .

In Fig. 1(b), the angle between #”v1 and
#    ”

XL is less than θ, which

means #”v1 points towards the camera and thus appears in the

photo (covered). In contrast, the angle between #”v2 and
#    ”

XL is

more than θ, which means #”v2 points away from the camera

and does not appear in the photo (not covered). As long as a

point is covered by a photo, all its aspects from arg(
#    ”

XL)− θ
to arg(

#    ”

XL)+θ are covered (gray area in Fig. 1(b)). Therefore,

the point has 2θ aspects covered by the photo.



Now we define the utility of a set of photos on a target area

as follows.

Definition 1 (Utility). Let P be a set of photos, and 1P (
#”v )

be an indicator function that equals 1 if aspect #”v is covered

by at least one photo in P and 0 otherwise. The utility of

P on a given point X is UP (X) =
∫ 2π

0
1P (

#”v ) d(arg( #”v )),
where #”v is an aspect of point X and arg( #”v ) is the variable

of integration changing from 0 to 2π. The utility of P on a

target area A is UP (A) =
∫
A
UP (X) dX .

The above definition of photo utility reflects the requirement

that the collected photos should cover as much area as possible

and for each point covered, the photos should be taken from

multiple angles and thus cover as many aspects as possible. If

multiple photos in P cover the same aspect #”v , it is counted

only once towards the total utility since 1P (
#”v ) = 1. In this

case, these photos contain redundant information and their

total utility is less than the sum of their individual utility.

III. UTILITY CALCULATION

Given a target area A and a set of photos P , the first problem

is how to calculate utility UP (A) according to Definition 1.

Since UP (A) is an integral of UP (X) on each point X ∈ A,

we need to analyze how each point X is covered and calculate

its UP (X) value. However, there are infinite number of points

in the area, and different points can be covered by different

photos from different angles. These issues make coverage

analysis and utility calculation highly nontrivial. Therefore,

we first study a simple case with two photos before looking

into multi-photo cases.

A. Two-Photo Case

Consider two photos P = {P1, P2} in Fig. 2(a). For sim-

plicity, assume their coverage area is completely inside a much

larger target area A (not shown in the figure). To calculate

UP (A), we need to analyze how each point is covered by

P and calculate its UP (X) value. To do this, we partition

the area covered by P into four non-overlapping regions

R1, R2, R3, R4. Let ai denote the area of Ri (i = 1, 2, 3, 4),

and consider R1 and R2 first. Any point (say X) in R1 is only

covered by photo P1, and thus it has 2θ aspects covered by P ;

i.e., UP (X) = 2θ. By Definition 1, the photo utility for region

R1 is UP (R1) =
∫
R1

UP (X) dX = 2θa1. Similarly, the photo

utility for region R2 is UP (R2) = 2θa2. Now consider regions

R3 and R4, which are covered by both photos and separated

by a critical arc P̆1P2.

Definition 2 (Critical Arc). Given a pair of photos P1, P2, let

P1, P2 also denote the locations of the two photos if there is

no ambiguity. A critical arc P̆1P2 is a circular arc between P1

and P2 such that any point X on it satisfies ∠P1XP2 = 2θ.

As shown in Fig. 2(a), there exist two critical arcs that are

symmetric with respect to line P1P2
1.

1From basic geometry, the center C of the critical arc must be on the

perpendicular bisector of P1P2 and satisfy ∠P1CP2 = 4θ. This can be used
to determine the position of the center and hence the critical arc.

With critical arcs, we have the following properties estab-

lished. Any point Y in region R3 is on the inner side of

the arcs, and thus satisfies ∠P1Y P2 > 2θ (see Fig. 2(b)).

This means that the viewing directions of P1 and P2 are

far enough from each other such that the aspects covered by

P1 and P2 do not overlap. Hence, point Y has 4θ aspects

covered by P ; i.e., UP (Y ) = 4θ. On the other hand, any

point Z in region R4 is on the outer side of the arcs, and thus

has ∠P1ZP2 < 2θ. This means that the viewing directions

of P1 and P2 are close enough to each other such that the

aspects covered by P1 and P2 have some overlap (dark gray

area in Fig. 2(b)). Hence, point Z has 2θ + ∠P1ZP2 aspects

covered by P ; i.e., UP (Z) = 2θ + ∠P1ZP2. It follows

that the photo utility for R3 is UP (R3) = 4θa3, and the

photo utility for R4 is UP (R4) = 2θa4 +
∫
R4

∠P1ZP2 dZ.

We will discuss how to calculate integral
∫
R4

∠P1ZP2 dZ in

Section III-C. Once it is calculated, the total utility can be

given as UP (A) = UP (R1)+UP (R2)+UP (R3)+UP (R4) =
2θ(a1 + a2 + 2a3 + a4) +

∫
R4

∠P1ZP2 dZ .

Note that calculating UP (A) via the above formula re-

quires the calculation of area a1, a2, a3, a4. Since regions

R1, R2, R3, R4 can be arbitrary shapes formed by line seg-

ments and arcs, it is very complex to calculate the exact

area value. Hence, we approximate each arc by a series of

line segments (i.e., a polyline) and thus change all regions to

polygons. The area of a polygon can be calcuated in O(n)
time, where n is the number of vertices [14]. By tuning the

number of line segments that replace an arc, we can control

the tradeoff between accuracy and computational complexity.

B. Multi-Photo Case

In this subsection, we extend the solution in the two-photo

case to consider the general scenario. Again, we assume the

coverage area of all the photos is completely inside a much

larger target area. If not, only the portion inside the target

area is the effective coverage area, and the portion outside

is discarded. With multiple photos covering the same area,

the overlap among photos in terms of aspects covered is

hard to calculate. As in the two-photo case, the key to solve

the problem is to partition the area into small regions such

that in each region, the points are under the same coverage

condition and the UP (X) value can be calculated using the

same expression. In the following, we elaborate on the three

steps of partitioning the target area, and describe how to

calculate the utility of each small region obtained from the

partition.

1) Coverage Area Partition: The coverage area of photos

naturally partitions the target area into small, non-overlapping

regions, as shown in Fig. 3(a). We have the following property

after the partition.

Property 1. Given a region obtained from coverage area

partition, all points in it are covered by the same set of photos.

2) Photo Line Partition: Consider a region R obtained from

coverage area partition. Based on Property 1, there exists a

set of photos P = {P1, . . . , Pn} covering R. To analyze how
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Fig. 3. Multi-photo case. The target area is partitioned into small regions in three steps, so that
all points in the same region have the same coverage condition. Then utility can be calculated
for each small region separately.

these photos cover R, we need another partition step, called

photo line partition. Specifically, we check line PiPj for all

i 6= j. If it intersects with R, and Pi, Pj are on the same side

of R, then R is divided into two smaller regions by line PiPj ;

otherwise R is unchanged. After all lines are checked, R is

divided into several smaller regions that satisfy the following

property.

Property 2. Given a region obtained from photo line partition,

the photos covering the region can be ordered in clockwise (or

counter-clockwise) direction according to their positions with

regard to the region.

As an example, consider the region in Fig. 3(b) covered

by {P1, . . . , P5}. After all lines are checked, the region is

divided by P1P2 into two smaller regions R1, R2. For R1, the

photos can be ordered in clockwise direction as P1, P2, P3, P4,
P5, and for R2, that order is P2, P1, P3, P4, P5. Note that the

region is not divided by P1P4 because P1, P4 are on different

sides of the region and their order is the same for R1 and R2.

The same applies to P2P4.

3) Critical Arc Partition: Consider a region R′ obtained

from photo line partition. By Property 2, the photos cov-

ering R′ can be ordered in clockwise direction, denoted as

P1, P2, . . . , Pn. The purpose of considering this order is to

analyze the coverage overlap between two adjacent photos

Pi and Pi+1, (i = 1, 2, . . . , n and Pn+1 = P1). For a point

X ∈ R′, if ∠PiXPi+1 ≤ 2θ, the viewing directions of Pi and

Pi+1 are close enough to each other such that the coverage of

Pi and Pi+1 overlaps. Thus, all the aspects within ∠PiXPi+1

are covered. If ∠PiXPi+1 > 2θ, the coverage of Pi and

Pi+1 does not overlap, which means only 2θ aspects within

∠PiXPi+1 are covered. Combining the above two cases, there

are min{2θ, ∠PiXPi+1} aspects covered within ∠PiXPi+1.

Thus, the utility of photos P = {P1, . . . , Pn} on point X is

UP (X) =

n∑
i=1

min{2θ,∠PiXPi+1}. (1)

Then the tricky part is that for any given i, ∠PiXPi+1

could be either greater or smaller than 2θ depending on the

position of X . Thus, we further divide R′ by critical arcs

P̆1P2, P̆2P3, . . . , P̆nP1 to obtain the following property.

Property 3. Given a region obtained from critical arc par-

tition and any two adjacent photos Pi and Pi+1, either

∠PiXPi+1 < 2θ holds for all points X in the region, or

∠PiXPi+1 ≥ 2θ holds for all points X in the region.

As an example, consider one of the two regions, R1,

obtained from the photo line partition in Fig. 3(b). We perform

critical arc partition on R1 in Fig. 3(c). R1 is completely out-

side the critical arcs P̆1P2 and P̆2P3, which means for ∀X ∈
R1, ∠P1XP2 < 2θ and ∠P2XP3 < 2θ. R1 is completely

inside the critical arcs P̆3P4 and P̆4P5, which means for ∀X ∈
R1, ∠P3XP4 ≥ 2θ and ∠P4XP5 ≥ 2θ. P̆5P1 divides R1 into

two regions. For the left smaller region, ∠P5XP1 ≥ 2θ, and

for the right larger region, ∠P5XP1 < 2θ. Hence, for the left

smaller region, UP (X) = 6θ + ∠P1XP3; for the right larger

region, UP (X) = 4θ + ∠P5XP3.

4) Utility Calculation for Partitioned Regions: Denote a

region obtained from the above three partition steps as R′′.

Based on Property 3, set I1 = {i |∠PiXPi+1 ≥ 2θ} and

I2 = {i |∠PiXPi+1 < 2θ} can be uniquely determined. Then

equation (1) becomes UP (X) = 2θ|I1| +
∑

i∈I2
∠PiXPi+1.

Thus, the photo utility for R′′ can be given as UP (R
′′) =∫

R′′
UP (X) dX = 2θa|I1| +

∑
i∈I2

∫
R′′

∠PiXPi+1 dX ,

where a is the area of R′′. We will discuss how to calcu-

late integral
∫
R′′

∠PiXPi+1 dX in Section III-C. Once it is

calculated, the total utility UP (A) can be obtained by adding

up UP (R
′′) for all the regions obtained from the partition.

C. Integral over a Polygon

In this subsection, we discuss how to calculate integral∫
R′′

∠P1XP2 dX , where R′′ is a polygon obtained from the

above three partition steps and P1, P2 are two photos covering

R′′. Note that R′′ is considered as a polygon since arcs are

approximated by polylines.

To the best of our knowledge, the antiderivative of ∠P1XP2

cannot be expressed as elementary functions, which means

it is mathematically impossible to obtain the exact integral

value. Hence, the integral must be approximated by numerical

integration such as [18]. Numerical integration picks certain

number of sample points in the polygon and derives the weight

of each sample point. It then evaluates the integrand on those

points (i.e., calculates ∠P1XP2 for each sample point X), and

sums up the weighted results to get the integral. The number

of sample points serves as a knob to balance accuracy and

computation time.
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Fig. 4. Utility error and running time of the grid point method.

D. Accuracy of Utility Calculation

To see the accuracy of utility calculation, we randomly

generate the metadata of 50 photos in a 600m by 600m square

area, and calculate their photo utility with regard to the area.

The locations and orientations of the photos are uniformly

random, and the field of view and range are fixed at 60◦

and 100m, respectively. The experiment is repeated 500 times

on an Intel Core i5 3.30GHz machine, and both the average

utility error and the total running time are obtained. To get the

utility error, we calculate the exact utility value by setting the

number of line segments that replace an arc to be 100 (i.e.,

sufficiently large), and setting the number of sample points in

numerical integration to be 10000 (i.e., sufficiently many). In

contrast, our method uses eight line segments to replace each

arc and uses one sample point for each numerical integration.

The average utility error of our method is 0.42%, and the total

running time is 52 seconds.

As a comparison, we also calculate the utility using an

intuitive method called grid point method, which simply

samples the area with grid points. Specifically, the grid consists

of
√
n × √

n points evenly distributed over the square area

(denoted as A), with the set of all grid points denoted as N
(|N | = n). For every grid point X ∈ N , its UP (X) value is

calculated by Definition 1. Then the total utility is estimated

by UP (A) ≈ a
n

∑
X∈N UP (X), where a is the area of A and

a
n

can be considered as the weight of each grid point. The

average utility error and the total running time as a function

of the number of grid points n is shown in Fig. 4. As can

be seen, when the running time is 52 seconds, the grid point

method uses about 400 points which has 7.2% utility error,

compared to our method of 0.42% error. Therefore, with the

same running time, our method is much more accurate than

the grid point method. Although the accuracy of the grid point

method can be improved by increasing the number of grid

points, its running time will be much longer compared to our

method.

IV. BUDGETED MAX-UTILITY PROBLEM

With photo utility, we can measure how well photos cover

a target area and select those that best serve the purpose

of the application. Since different applications may have

different photo selection problems, in this paper, we study one

fundamental problem called the budgeted max-utility problem.

A. Problem Statement

Consider a photo crowdsourcing application where the

server is interested in the condition of a target area, e.g., how

it is damaged after a disaster. The server issues a request

to mobile users, who take photos and upload metadata to

the server for evaluation. With the metadata of hundreds

or thousands of photos, the server selects a subset of them

such that the target area is best covered and the resource

consumption of collecting or analyzing the selected photos

is under a predefined budget. The budget can be any type of

resource budget, such as the bandwidth limit for uploading

the photos, the processing capability in terms of CPU cycle,

or the total incentives that can be paid to mobile users. After

selection, the server asks mobile users to upload the image files

of the selected photos. The uploaded photos can be reviewed

by humans or be fed into computer vision programs to extract

useful information. With photo utility, the above problem can

be formulated as follows.

Definition 3 (Budgeted Max-Utility Problem). Given a target

area A, which is a bounded area of any shape2, also given

a set of photos P = {P1, . . . , Pn} and the resource cost

associated with each photo c1, . . . , cn, the goal of the problem

is to select a subset of photos P ′ ⊆ P such that the photo

utility UP ′(A) is maximized and the selected photos are

subject to a knapsack constraint
∑

i:Pi∈P ′ ci ≤ B, where

B > 0 is a predefined resource budget.

To see the difficulty of the problem, consider a special case

of the problem where θ = π and ci = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , n.

Since θ = π, as long as a point is inside the coverage area of

a photo, all of its 2π aspects are covered. Hence, any point X
covered by P ′ has utility UP ′(X) = 2π, and the total utility

is given by UP ′(A) =
∫
A
UP ′(X) dX = 2πa, where a is the

total area covered by P ′. Since ci = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , n, the

knapsack constraint becomes a cardinality constraint |P ′| ≤
B. Then the problem is to select a subset P ′ such that |P ′| ≤
B and the total coverage area a is maximized. This is known

as the NP-hard maximum coverage problem [8].

B. Our Algorithm

Due to the hardness of the problem, we design efficient

approximation algorithms. One natural idea is based on the

greedy algorithm, which starts with the empty selection P ′ =
∅, and in each step, selects a photo Pi which maximizes

the per-cost marginal utility, (UP ′∪{Pi}(A) − UP ′(A))/ci.
The algorithm stops when the resource budget is met. Un-

fortunately, this cost-aware algorithm can perform arbitrarily

badly compared to the optimal solution. Consider the example

where we have photo P1 with utility U{P1}(A) = 2ǫ and cost

c1 = ǫ, and photo P2 with utility U{P2}(A) = B and cost

c2 = B. This cost-aware algorithm would select P1 since

(U{P1}(A)−U∅(A))/c1 = 2 and (U{P2}(A)−U∅(A))/c2 = 1.

Then it cannot afford P2 as the remaining budget is B − ǫ,
and the total utility it achieves is 2ǫ. In contrast, the optimal

solution would select P2, achieving B utility. As ǫ → 0, the

algorithm becomes arbitrarily bad.

In the above example, we notice that simply ignoring the

cost and selecting the photo with the largest utility (i.e., P2)

2The problem and solution can be easily extended to multiple disjoint areas.



would yield the optimal solution. This idea inspires the cost-

ignored algorithm, which in each step, selects the photo Pi

that maximizes the marginal utility, UP ′∪{Pi}(A) − UP ′(A),
without considering the cost. It is easy to see that the cost-

ignored algorithm can also perform arbitrarily badly since it

would select a photo with B utility and B cost even though

there are many photos with B − ǫ utility and ǫ cost.

However, we have found that at least one of the two greedy

algorithms, cost-aware algorithm or cost-ignored algorithm,

cannot perform too badly. Thus, in our algorithm, we use the

cost-aware algorithm to get a result Uca, and also use the

cost-ignored algorithm to get a result Uci. Then we use the

better of the two results, max{Uca, Uci}, as the final output.

The following theorem shows the performance bound (i.e.,

approximation ratio) of our algorithm.

Theorem 1. Let Uca be the photo utility achieved by the cost-

aware algorithm, and Uci be the photo utility achieved by the

cost-ignored algorithm. Also let Uopt be the maximal utility

that can be achieved for the problem. We have

max{Uca, Uci}
Uopt

>
1− 1

e

2
≈ 0.32.

Proof. According to Krause et al. [11], it suffices to show

that the objective function, photo utility, is monotone and

submodular.

Monotonicity: For any two sets of photos P,Q with P ⊆
Q and every aspect #”v , we have 1P (

#”v ) ≤ 1Q(
#”v ) since an

aspect covered by P is also covered by Q. After integration,

it follows that UP ≤ UQ (we use UP to represent UP (A) for

conciseness), which meets the definition of monotonicity.

Submodularity: By definition, photo utility is submodular if

for any two sets of photos P,Q with P ⊆ Q and every photo

Pi /∈ Q, we have

UP∪{Pi} − UP ≥ UQ∪{Pi} − UQ.

The above formula can be rewritten as

∫
A

∫ 2π

0

[1P∪{Pi}(
#”v )− 1P (

#”v )] d(arg( #”v )) dX

≥
∫
A

∫ 2π

0

[1Q∪{Pi}(
#”v )− 1Q(

#”v )] d(arg( #”v )) dX.

Hence, it suffices to show that for every aspect #”v ,

1P∪{Pi}(
#”v )− 1P (

#”v ) ≥ 1Q∪{Pi}(
#”v )− 1Q(

#”v ),

which can be done by discussing the following three cases.

Case 1: When both P and Q cover aspect #”v , both sides of

the above inequality become 0, and thus the inequality holds.

Case 2: When neither P nor Q covers aspect #”v , both sides

become 1Pi
( #”v ), and thus the inequality holds.

Case 3: When Q covers aspect #”v but P does not, LHS be-

comes 1P0
( #”v ) and RHS becomes 0. It is true that 1P0

( #”v ) ≥ 0.

These three cases cover all possibilities and hence the proof

is complete.

(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 5. (a) Satellite image of the target area. (b) A photo covering two front
entrances with white stairs. (c) A photo covering two back entrances with
brown decks.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed

solutions. In particular, we are interested in answering the

following questions:

1) Is our utility metric effective? Does high photo utility

really imply good photo coverage?

2) Is our photo selection algorithm effective? How does it

compare with other algorithms?

3) What is the impact of the number of candidate photos

(n), the resource budget (B), and the effective angle (θ)?

We answer questions 1) and 2) by using real-world experi-

ments, and answer question 3) with simulations.

A. Real-World Experiments

1) Obtaining Metadata: We use a Nexus 4 phone running

Android 5.1.1 to take photos, with metadata automatically

obtained and recorded in the phone. Specifically, location is

obtained from the GPS module, and orientation is calculated

based on the information from the inertial measurement unit

(IMU) [9], [10], [22]. The error of these two parameters will

be discussed in Section VI. Field of view φ = 2 arctan( w
2f
),

where w is the width of the image sensor and f is the

focal length, both available from Android APIs [1]. In our

experiment, all photos have the same field of view, 38.4◦.

Finally, range is a little trickier to determine as it is affected

by many practical factors such as focal length, camera quality,

and the requirement of the application. Different applications

may use different ranges depending on whether they need a

close look at the covered objects or they are satisfied with

photos taking far away from objects. In our experiment, we

use 100m as a reference range.

2) Experimental Setup: As shown in Fig. 5(a), the target

area (large pentagon) is a local townhouse community with 14

rows of houses (small rectangles), where each row consists of

6 or 8 units. The community spreads over a 264m by 183m

area, and has a total of 106 units. Every two neighboring units,

as shown in Fig. 5(b)(c), share a common front entrance with

white stairs and a common back entrance with a brown deck.

Hence, there are 53 front entrances and 53 back ones, for a

total of 106 entrances.

The goal of this experiment is to select photos that cover the

community as well as possible. Since how well the community

is covered is often a subjective matter, we quantify it by

counting the number of entrances appear in the photos. If all

entrances appear in the selected photos, it is considered perfect

coverage, which is expected to fully describe the condition of

the community such as how it is damaged after a disaster.
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Fig. 6. Experiment results: (a) utility vs. bandwidth budget; (b) covered
entrances vs. bandwidth budget.

We take 150 candidate photos around the community using

the phone mentioned above. We use a bandwidth limit for

uploading the selected photos as the resource budget, and

the file size of each photo as its resource cost3. From the

150 candidates, which have a total size of 400MB, we select

up to 75MB of photos using three selection algorithms: 1)

Our algorithm: the proposed photo selection algorithm; 2)

Location-random: select randomly from the photos whose

locations are inside the target area; and 3) Random: select

randomly from all candidate photos. For each set of selected

photos, we record both the total utility and the total number

of entrances covered (i.e., appear in the photos). Note that if

an entrance is covered by multiple photos, it is counted only

once towards the total.

3) Results: Fig. 6 shows the results, where the results of

Location-random and Random are the average of 20 repeated

experiments. We have the following three observations.

First, photo utility is an effective metric of photo coverage.

Generally speaking, the results for photo utility match the

results for covered entrances. Photos with higher utility cover

more entrances, and photos with lower utility cover fewer

entrances. This indicates that our utility metric can truly reflect

the coverage of real photos.

Second, our algorithm achieves about 100% more utility

and covers about 85% more entrances than Location-random,

which performs better than Random. Our algorithm is much

better because it considers photo utility and resource cost

across the selection process and it has a proved approximation

ratio of 0.32. Location-random is better than Random because

it limits candidate photos to those located inside the target

area, and thus ensures that every photo it selects covers some

part of the target area. However, location itself is not enough

to determine the photo coverage, which is a major reason that

Location-random is not comparable to our algorithm.

Third, when photos are selected properly, we can save a

significant amount of bandwidth and still achieve excellent

coverage on the target area. Note that uploading all the 150

candidate photos would consume 400MB bandwidth. They

achieve 1.66× 105 utility and cover 86 of the 106 entrances,

while the remaining 20 are back entrances (decks) surrounded

by trees and not “coverable” by any photos. In comparison,

uploading the photos selected by our algorithm consumes only

3Bandwidth is only used as an example. It can be changed to any
quantifiable resources in practice.

75MB ( 75

400
≈ 19%) bandwidth, yet they achieve 1.60 × 105

( 1.60
1.66

≈ 96%) utility and cover 74 ( 74
86

≈ 86%) entrances.

We believe this is very good coverage and these photos can

accurately reflect the condition of the community.

Fig. 7 further illustrates how well the selected photos

cover the community. Subfigures (a)(b)(c) shows the 75MB

of photos selected by our algorithm, Location-random, and

Random, respectively. As can be seen, the target area (large

pentagon) is partitioned into many small regions by the method

described in Section III. Each region is colored based on how

many aspects are covered on its centroid, i.e., cyan if no

aspects are covered, yellow if 160◦ aspects are covered (θ is

set to 80◦ here so one photo covers 160◦), and red if all 360◦

aspects are covered. These heat maps show that our algorithm

achieves much better coverage than the other two algorithms.

Many regions in subfigure (a) are fully or almost fully covered

by the selected photos, which is why they can capture most

of the entrances in the community.

B. Simulations

We generate photos with random locations and orientations

in a 400m by 400m square, and set the 200m by 200m

square in the center as the target area. The photos have 60◦

field of view and 100m range. The file size of each photo is

generated randomly in [2, 4]MB. In each experiment, we select

photos from n candidate photos under bandwidth budget B
using the same selection algorithms as those in the real-world

experiments, and then record the total utility achieved by the

selected photos.

Fig. 8 shows the simulation results, where the results of

Location-random and Random are the average of 20 repeated

experiments. Our algorithm performs much better than the

other two across all experiments. In what follows, we discuss

the impact of the number of candidate photos (n), the band-

width budget (B), and the effective angle (θ), respectively.

The impact of the number of candidate photos (n) is shown

in Fig. 8(a), where B = 100MB and θ = 60◦. As can be

seen, Location-random or Random does not benefit from the

increase of n because they select photos randomly. On the

other hand, the results of our algorithm exhibit diminishing

returns as n increases. In particular, the total utility increases

very little after n > 400. This means that there is a turning

point n′ (in this case n′ ≈ 400) beyond which crowdsourcing

more candidate photos cannot bring enough benefit. In real

applications, the server can find such a turning point by

simulations and crowdsource no more than n′ photos.

Fig. 8(b) shows the impact of the bandwidth budget (B)

with n = 300 and θ = 60◦. Again, diminishing returns can be

observed for our algorithm, and a turning point can be found

roughly at B′ ≈ 125MB. Note that in real applications, the

turning point is not determined subjectively. Instead, it is the

point where the cost of collecting or selecting more photos

exceeds the benefit brought by their utility. For the other two

lines, they grow almost linearly as B increases. This is because

for those two algorithms, the total utility is much less than the

maximum possible utility (2.5× 105, i.e., 2π times the size of
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Fig. 7. Heat maps of the photos selected by the three algorithms. This figure is better viewed in color.
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Fig. 8. Simulation results: (a) utility vs. number of candidate photos; (b) utility vs. bandwidth budget; (c) utility vs. effective angle.

the target area). Thus on average, every selected photo brings

roughly the same increase in utility.

Fig. 8(c) shows the impact of effective angle (θ) with

n = 300 and B = 100MB. As θ increases, the aspects

covered by each photo increase linearly, and thus the total

utility grows almost linearly when it is much less than the

maximum possible utility. The growth slows down when the

total utility becomes larger, since there are more coverage

overlaps between photos. In real applications, θ controls the

number of photos needed to fully cover (i.e., cover all aspects

of) an object. It should be set based on the level of details that

the application demands for the covered objects.

VI. DISCUSSIONS

A. Location and Orientation Error

A 2011 study shows that the GPS module in smartphones

has a median error of 5m-8.5m [26], which is reasonably small

compared to the range of a photo or the size of a target area.

As GPS technology keeps evolving and its accuracy keeps

increasing [2], we expect the error to be even smaller for

the newest mobile devices. Note that military GPS service

can achieve much higher accuracy than civilian GPS service,

so we already have the technique but not deployed due to

various reasons. For orientation, an average error of 1.3◦-

3.4◦ is obtained for a method using all three IMU sensors

(accelerometer, magnetometer, gyroscope) [22]. The authors

also find that new devices with more advanced hardware and

OS are more accurate. Hence, location and orientation error

should not be an issue in our design.

B. Occlusion

Occlusion means that the view of an object is blocked

by obstacles, though the object is considered to be covered

based on the metadata. Since everything behind the obstacle

is not visible in the photo, the photo’s coverage area should be

changed accordingly. Then the coverage area may no longer

be a circular sector. It can be an arbitrary shape depending on

the locations and shapes of obstacles.

Unfortunately, occlusion is difficult to detect unless the

image itself is processed and understood, which requires a

large amount of computational resources. A camera parameter,

depth of field, may be used to detect occlusion if occlusion

causes the object to be out of focus [22]. However, it cannot

detect the case where objects and obstacles are close to each

other. Another idea is to check a map and use the locations and

shapes of buildings to detect occlusion caused by buildings.

This idea needs further investigation and it cannot detect

occlusion caused by other obstacles such as trees and vehicles.

Due to its complexity, we leave this study as future work.

It is important to notice that occlusion issue is orthogonal

to the contributions of this paper. Our design works for

arbitrary shapes of photo coverage area. If the occlusion issue

is solved and a more accurate coverage area is found, we can

use it to improve the performance. Otherwise, we can still

use the sector model as it represents the general situation

and works well in our real-world experiments. Moreover,

our utility metric encourages each point to be covered from

multiple directions, which effectively mitigates the occlusion

issue because an object blocked in one direction is often visible

from other directions.

C. Photo Quality Control

Crowdsourced photos can be of low quality due to problems

like blurring, distortion, noise, and improper brightness. Col-

lecting and analyzing such photos is a waste of resources.

Thus, before metadata is sent to the server, image quality

assessment (IQA) [12] can be used in mobile devices to detect

low-quality photos. The metadata of unqualified photos will

not be sent to the server or be considered in photo selection.

However, existing image processing techniques are compu-

tationally expensive, and thus should be carefully adapted

considering the resource limitations of mobile devices.

VII. RELATED WORK

Photo or video crowdsourcing has been increasingly popular

due to its ability to provide a variety of useful applica-



tions, such as disaster recovery [27], 3D object modeling

[6], floor plan reconstruction [5], [7], and many others [4],

[17]. Although many studies use geographic location in their

design, very few take advantage of camera orientation or other

photo/video metadata to reduce the processing and analysis

cost. FOCUS [9] uses orientation to cluster videos taken in a

small area like a stadium. This helps organize crowdsourced

videos but it is different from our problem, i.e., selecting

photos to best cover a target area.

One closely related work is SmartPhoto [22], which studies

photo utility and selection for target points. Compared to point

coverage, area coverage is much harder to analyze because

there are infinite number of points in an area, and each point

can be covered by different photos from different angles. We

propose a new utility metric suitable for area coverage and

study how to analyze such coverage by effectively partitioning

the area. Experiment results show that our method is much

faster and more accurate than sampling the area with grid

points. Moreover, we study the budgeted max-utility problem

where each photo is associated with a resource cost, which is

not considered in SmartPhoto. Also, the problem we consider

is more generic, and our solution can be applied to any

quantifiable resources in practice.

Another related research field is camera sensor networks.

In [20] and [21], Wang et al. proposed the full-view coverage

model which considers an object to be full-view covered

if no matter which direction it faces, there is always a

camera capturing its front image. This means that multiple

cameras are around the object and they provide the highest

degree of coverage on the object. This idea inspires lots

of follow-up work [23], [25] because the proposed model

guarantees to capture the object’s “face”, which is especially

useful in camera surveillance systems. However, in the full-

view coverage model, an object is either full-view covered

which implies the highest degree of coverage, or not. If an

object is not full-view covered, it is not clear how well the

coverage is. Compared to their model, our utility metric is

more general because it measures the degree of coverage as a

continuous function. More importantly, we conduct real-world

experiments to demonstrate that our utility metric can truly

reflect the coverage of real photos.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we leveraged photo metadata to address

the challenge of resource limitations in photo crowdsourcing

applications. By collecting and analyzing metadata instead of

real images, a significant amount of bandwidth, storage, and

computational resources can be saved. Based on metadata,

we defined photo utility to measure how well a target area

is covered by a given set of photos. Since such coverage is

affected by the angle or viewpoint from which the photo is

taken, it is very different from previous coverage problems

studied in wireless sensor networks. We proposed various

techniques to analyze such coverage and calculate photo utility

accurately and efficiently. We further studied the budgeted

max-utility problem, where the server selects photos with

the largest utility under a resource budget. As the problem

was proved NP-hard, we proposed an efficient approximation

algorithm that achieves constant approximation ratio. Results

of simulations and real-world experiments demonstrated the

effectiveness of the proposed techniques.
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